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HID and Temenos seamlessly integrates risk-based authentication with Temenos 
Infinity digital front office product and banking applications platform.

The Open Banking revolution is an opportunity for financial institutions  to offer a 
consistent customer mobile and online experience. The Temenos Infinity platform 
paired with the HID Authentication service offers state of the art real-time 
risk profiling technology for consumer authentication from onboarding and 
transaction signing all the way through self-service and management. 

This integration provides a highly secure yet smooth authentication process. The 
turnkey nature of the solution ensures quick time to market, but also provides an 
opportunity for financial institutions such as banks to easily customize the digital 
solution. 

The integrated solution provides a broad range of benefits:

 � The customer enjoys more comfortable navigation through the digital 
channels and is able to find rapidly relevant information and will be willing 
to return. Gaining trust in digital channels will enable customers to do more 
online transactions and save time. 

 � Banks and other financial institutions will be able to leverage data analytics to 
better understand customers’ habits and the evolution of their needs, allowing 
them to predict personalized information and adequate offers to support 
future decisions based on customer agreement. 

 � By implementing advanced technology solutions to focus on the user 
experience,  financial institutions can position themselves as innovative 
organizations, establishing a clear differentiator within the financial ecosystem 
and face the challenges of disintermediation. 
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Increased usage of digital channels provides a larger surface area for cyber-
attacks and potentially increasing rewards for successful exploits. Moreover, cyber 
criminals are using increasingly sophisticated technologies to attack banks and for 
their attacks to remain undetected for as long as possible. 

This entails regulators to become more stringent on the security requirements and 
the services provided to the end users and the third parties. As a result, regulatory 
compliance and security are important challenges that financial institutions have 
to consider in their digital transformation journey. Whilst ensuring compliance and 
the right level of security, financial institutions should keep the user experience as 
a top priority.

The HID Authentication Service and Temenos Infinity integration delivers:

 � Plug-and-play integration, which can be customised 

 � Authentication embedded into Temenos Infinity digital channels for: 

• State of the art real-time risk profiling technology from onboarding and 
transaction signing all the way through self-service and management.

• Knowledge-based authentication factors such as password, PIN, 
memorable word, secret question and answers 

• Possession-based one-time passwords delivered by smartphone, hardware 
token, SMS or email

• Reactive design that scales to web and mobile applications

• Events and actions recorded in a tamper evident database

• Integration options include a standalone authentication mobile application 
or an embedded Software Development Kit (SDK) into the Temenos 
Infinity mobile application which will remove the need to have a separate 
banking and authentication apps
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